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Invisible taggants and inks



LightInvisibleShiftBeads

spectroTAG 

spectroTAG is a family of markers, 
taggants and inks that help you 
identify your products on the spot. 
Use spectroTAG for almost any 
brand protection scenario and  
you’ll create a technical barrier that 
is impossible for counterfeiters  
to overcome.

 

spectroTAG features are invisible to the naked eye 

and cannot be seen with UV security light. These 

special taggants ensure a high degree of protection, 

as they can only be seen using U-NICA readers.

spectroTAG is easy to incorporate into your products. 

Production requires just trace quantities, so there’s 

no disruption to your manufacturing processes. The 

spectroTAG family of markers can be integrated into 

most materials, including plastics, textiles, liquids, 

inks, paints, varnishes or adhesives ensuring a 

versatile range of applications.
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Discover what spectroTAG can do for you

spectroTAG beads 
spectroTAG beads are invisible

taggants ideal for use in a 

variety of substrate and print 

applications. The beads are 

available in a variety of materials 

and colors to match your exact 

production, authentication and 

disposal requirements.

spectroTAG shift 
This versatile solution needs 

only exchange of inks and is best 

suited to the printing of patterns. 

A wide range of invisibly marked 

colors allows integration into 

your existing designs allowing the 

markings to appear completely 

natural to the naked eye.

spectroTAG invisible 
These invisible inks are suited  

to standard printing technologies. 

Like conventional security inks, 

they can be used as an overlay 

or in white space, ensuring that 

product design isn’t compromised. 

Serialization by continuous inkjet 

offers an optional, security feature.

How spectroTAG works
 spectroTAG markers are adapted by our specialists according  

 to your needs

 Markers are mixed into raw materials (e.g. plastic granules,  

 printing inks or adhesives), which are then processed as normal

 Marked products enter the supply chain and are distributed  

 as normal

 Where suspicion of counterfeit or gray market product  

 movement arises, the covert markers are verified quickly and  

 unambiguously using dedicated readers.



spectroTAG light 
spectroTAG light is a machine 

readable solution based on  

robust pigments that can be 

incorporated into your printing 

or manufacturing. With high 

chemical and temperature 

stability, it’s ideal in situations 

where production or use is 

particularly demanding.

spectroTAG client 
With spectroTAG client, your 

product is assigned a unique 

fingerprint that can only be 

detected using a programmed 

reader. This is achieved by adding 

trace quantities of a robust 

taggant to selected starting 

materials in production.

Combined solutions 
All spectroTAG features can be

used either alone or in 

combination with our other 

security features. 

Combinations offer a further 

boost to security, and each of our 

verification devices can be used to 

authenticate multiple solutions.



Overall benefits of spectroTAG

Invisible 

Completely invisible and unable  
to be detected by conventional 

verification devices. 

Integration 

Integration is simple and requires 
 no changes to manufacturing 

processes.

Clear results 

Only tiny quantities of tracers  
are needed to establish clear  

results.

Fast authentication

Immediate detection using 
convenient portable readers in 
the field or at the point of sale.

Universal

Suits almost any product or  
application on the market.

Unique

Markers cannot be removed,  
copied or transferred, and can  

only be read by U-NICA readers.



Contact us

Europe (HQ)

U-NICA Solutions AG

Industriestrasse 4

CH-7208 Malans

Switzerland

 +41 41 919 9900

 

America

U-NICA Americas Inc

175 SW 7th Street, Suite 1900

Miami FL 33130

United States

 +1 305 704 0276

 TF: 855 99 86422

Asia

U-NICA Hong Kong Ltd

1703, 17/F Central Plaza

18 Harbour Road, Wanchai

Hong Kong

 +852 3125 1212
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